
Accurail 36-foot box car underframe tutorial    

By Eric Hansmann 

 

 

I've seen and heard lots of good comments on the new Accurail HO scale, 36-foot, double sheathed, 
box car kits. But many people seem puzzled on building the underframe. As an Accurail kit, we have 
come to expect parts to fall together easily. This kit is no exception; there are just a few more parts to 
carefully set into place. Follow along on a tutorial to help you assemble the underframe on these fine 
kits. 

 



 

Here are the underframe parts. The sprue on the left has the brake levers and rods cast in a flexible 
material. Above the main underframe part is the sprue with the center sills, K brake component, cross 
bearers, coupler box covers, and the brake wheel.  

 



 

Basic tools help with a clean assembly. Styrene cement is used in a few spot applications. A sharp 
blade is a must in removing larger parts from the sprue. The orange handled flush side cutters are 
used to remove the parts from the sprue, but cut near the sprue and clean off the nub with a sharp 
blade. 



 

These parts have been roughly trimmed from the sprue. The toothpick is pointing at the excess 
material a sharp blade will remove. 

 



 

My favorite cutting tool is a single edge razor blade. I start each project with a new blade for clean 
cuts. 



 

The brake levers and rods are a one piece casting with tight sprue clearances. I use the razor blade 
to cut the gates near the sprue. 



 

Then the blade is used to remove those leftover nubs. Take your time to do a nice job here. We still 
have more parts to prep before assembling. 



 

The K brake casting is nicely done.  



 

The clevis fits over the long brake lever. There is a small, half-round dimple on the brake lever where 
the clevis fits. You can see it in the above image as the light reflects off of the area. 



 

Check the fit of the brake lever so it slides right into place with the clevis. Do not glue these at this 
time. Just check the fit. 



 

At this point, we can install the brake cylinder to the proper center sill part. It only fits one way.  



 

A touch of styrene cement holds the cylinder in place. This can also be applied to the back side of the 
center sill casting. 

 



Now we come to the part that is not typical of a model railroad freight car kit. The brake rod is 
threaded through the other center sill first. The rod attached to the long brake lever needs to go 
through the wide slot.  

 

The small forked end of the shorter brake lever is inserted into the small hole on the back of the 
center sill casting. 



 

A touch of styrene cement on that interface keeps the part in place. 

 



Like I said before, the brake rod casting is made from a flexible material, but don't bend it too far. 

 

Now that other brake rod end is threaded through the center sill with the brake cylinder installed. The 
long brake lever goes through the other wide slot to interface with the clevis on the brake cylinder. 



 

Here's how the assembly looks at this point. My fingers are holding it together in this image.  

 

Some masking tape applied to the bottom of the center sill parts holds the parts in place for the next 
step. Blue painters tape was used here. Sorry I forgot to include this with the tools at the beginning. 



 

Bring the five cross bearer parts close to the assembly. Don't worry about the tape holding the 
centersills at an odd spacing.  



 

Carefully install the two cross bearer castings at the ends of the centersill. Adjust the centersill 
spacing on the tape so the cross bearer fit right into place. The angled part of the cross bearer 
castings is facing down toward the tape for this installation. The top is flat as it supports the car floor. 



 

A touch of styrene cement fixes the two cross bearers in place. 

 

Let the cement dry for a moment then install the remaining cross bearers. Touch them with the 
cement to finish this part of the assembly. 



 

When the cement is dry, this is how your assembly should look.  

 

Now we can check the installation on the underframe casting. The center sill casting tabs are keyed 
to slots on the underframe casting. 



 

Snap the assembly into place. It will only fit one way. 

 

Touch the tabs with some cement from the top side of the underframe casting. Allow this to 
completely dry before installing the car weight. 

 

Coupler Installation 

I've also heard of modelers having difficulty installing Kadee couplers on these models. They say the 
flat coupler spring does not fit. I noticed this several years ago with other models and started to trim 
parts of the flat coupler spring.  



 

Here's a comparison of a trimmed spring on the left and a spring straight from a new package of 
Kadee #58 couplers. Note the excess material at the front of the spring.  

 

The part at the back of the spring is also a bit tall. These need to be trimmed with side cutting pliers 
and the rough remains carefully filed away. Once the spring is modified, it fits fine. 



 

Install the spring in the lid first then add the coupler. 



 

The assembly slides into place. Install the kit provided screw to finish it up. 



 

At this point, you probably think the coupler area looks funky. But the body casting has a part that 
covers this.  



 

I use the Accurail Proto:HO scale couplers. The underframe casting has two smaller holes that are 
ready for the screws used to install these. 



 

The Accurail Proto:HO scale couplers use a cover that reflects the prototype draft gear. The lid is not 
needed when installing these on the 36-foot box car kits. These couplers also have less play between 
coupled faces and reflect the prototype with a closer coupling than other products. They have worked 
well on many of my freight cars. 

 

Now you are ready to assemble one or a dozen of the new Accurail 36-foot box car kits. Take your 
time with your first assembly and your will do a great job. Once you assemble four of these 
underframes, you can do this blindfolded!  

 


